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hite clover and red clover play an important

role in UK grassland systems and contribute

significantly to a £5bn livestock industry.  New

varieties of white and red clover that can enhance the

economic and environmental sustainability of UK

livestock agriculture and give added value to meat

and milk products are the goal of the forage legume

breeding programme at IGER. The successful entry

of these varieties into UK farms through our

strategic alliance with Germinal Holdings, the

commercial partner of IGER forage breeding

programmes, supported by an extensive programme

of technology transfer, ensures that their benefits are

realised.

Following reform of the Common Agricultural

Policy (CAP) the emphasis on quality produce from

UK livestock agriculture is likely to become an

increasingly important aspect of competitiveness.

Breeding of white and red clover builds on the

advantages of these species in terms of their impact

on animal performance, fatty acid profiles of meat

and milk, and flavour. At the same time, use of these

species reduces fertiliser and concentrate

requirements, and they have been shown in many

studies to favourably affect the economics of sheep,

beef and dairy production. 

However, diffuse pollution of nitrogen (N) and

phosphorus (P) from agricultural sources is still a

major concern and is becoming subject to

increasingly rigorous regulation. Reductions in N

and P losses from the soil and through animal excreta

are major developing themes in the forage

improvement and agricultural systems programmes

at IGER.  
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Fig 4.1 White clover
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Novel traits

White clover

White clover (Trifolium repens L.) breeding at IGER

has produced a range of successful varieties

recommended in England and Wales, Scotland and

Northern Ireland. These represent a strong

agronomic platform encompassing persistency and a

reliable contribution to the sward due to improved

winter hardiness, early and late season growth, pest

and disease resistance and compatibility with

companion grasses.  

We are building on this platform to develop varieties

of white clover with a reduced P requirement. Firstly,

plant material collected under conditions of low soil

P in various, mainly European, countries is being

assessed both under low P levels and the P levels

typical of lowland dairy farms. Secondly, we have

established experiments to monitor P leaching from

a range of white clover breeding lines in field plots

with perennial ryegrass with and without added P

fertiliser. Thirdly, we have considered the potential

importance of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF)

which form a symbiotic relationship that enhances P

accessibility and uptake.

Studies of rumen function and sward dynamics

suggest that reduced protein content, particularly in

combination with high sugar grasses, may enhance

the efficiency of N use and cut pollution in excreta.

In addition, work on non-fixing inbred lines at IGER

has provided ‘proof of principle’ that lower protein

content material undergoes a slower rate of protein

degradation during silage making. We have

demonstrated for the first time that individual

genotypes from advanced, well adapted germplasm

show considerable variation in leaf and petiole

protein content.  Divergent selections are being made

for simulated rumen and silage studies, and a high

sugar grass-reduced protein clover mixture should be

available for field scale trials within the next 2-3

years. 

Red clover

Red clover (Trifolium pratense L.) breeding

recommenced in 1998 after an interval of nearly 20

years. The initial objectives of the programme were

increased yield, particularly in the third year of

growth and beyond; enhanced grazing tolerance,

pest and disease resistance and improved quality.

The first variety has already reached

commercialisation: ‘AberRuby’, an early diploid

type, has performed outstandingly in NIAB trials.

This variety has low levels of the phyto-oestrogens

that at higher levels cause reduced fertility in ewes.

Three other varieties are also at various stages of the

national testing process. 

Reduced environmental impact and enhanced quality

of product are important aims.  One characteristic

under scrutiny is the role of the enzyme polyphenol

oxidase (PPO).  Following cellular damage, PPO

catalyses the conversion of phenols to quinones that

bind to proteins, protecting them from early

degradation and preventing subsequent formation of

polluting ammonia. The action of this enzyme,

which is not present in the same form in other forage

legumes, has been shown by work at IGER to reduce

the losses of protein during silage making. This

results in reduced nitrogenous pollution and
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Fig 4.2  Red clover



increased protein utilisation by ruminant animals. In

conjunction with colleagues at IGER we are: (i)

investigating the genetic basis of PPO activity; (ii)

analysing changes in PPO activity in the field

through the year under different management

regimes; and (iii) developing divergent selection

lines for high/low activity for animal experiments

and variety construction. 

Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are another

beneficial feature of red clover. There is clear

evidence that meat and milk from animals fed on

diets high in red clover (typically silage) contains

more of those PUFAs deemed beneficial for human

health. Selection for increased levels of these

compounds in leaves will provide germplasm that

will be used to test the effectiveness of this approach

in raising levels in animal products. 

Using the power of genomics 

(i) Molecular Markers

We are developing molecular tools that will enable

us to incorporate variation in novel traits as selection

criteria and increase the speed and precision of key

stages in the breeding process. In collaboration with

the Plant Biotechnology Centre, Victoria, Australia,

we have developed the first molecular genetic map

of white clover and have delineated the genetic

control of important agronomic traits. Quantitative

trait loci (QTL) and their interactions with the

environment have been identified in analyses at two

sites over 3 years. Additionally, fatty acid (FA)

profiling of the individual genotypes is underway to

identify genetic loci underpinning variation in

individual FAs.  These results are being

supplemented by studies of two further mapping

families.  The first utilises lines developed at IGER

with divergent stolon morphologies and the second

involves collaboration with the Irish Agriculture and

Food Development Authority, ‘Teagasc’, Ireland to

locate the genes responsible for resistance to stem

nematode. These two programmes have common

features: (a) a range of agronomic, physiological and

biochemical measurements will be made to allow

comparisons of QTL

positions; and (b) markers

derived from the model

legume Medicago truncatula

will be employed. These

markers are being used by

other EU groups across a

range of legumes giving

considerable ‘added value’ to

work on Trifolium. A recently

commenced PhD studentship

is undertaking molecular

genetic mapping in red

clover.

(ii) Analysing gene expression changes

underpinning key traits

Gene expression studies are in progress involving a

network of collaborations and a range of approaches

to identify: (a) genetic controls underpinning stress

(cold, drought) responses; and (b) key genes

involved in nodule and root senescence.
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Fig 4.3 Cutting red clover for silage



(a) Cold and drought tolerance in white clover

We have identified several potential candidate genes

associated with cold and drought tolerance and these

are being confirmed by testing for co-location with

QTL for cold tolerance in the original mapping

family described above. The number of double

bonds in the fatty acids making up membrane lipids

in plants is an important factor influencing

membrane fluidity, and thus response to low

temperature. We have targeted a candidate gene

which encodes an enzyme that can create double

bonds in fatty acids and may also have a regulatory

role. We are identifying molecular markers called

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in this gene

and using them to search for allelic variation that is

associated with adaptation to low temperatures.

SNPs associated with cold tolerance will be

identified from genotypes that have been adapted to

a wide variety of environments, available from an

EU COST programme. We will also analyse the

pattern of expression of this gene in response to low

temperature in cold adapted versus non-adapted

genotypes. 
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(b) Root and nodule senescence in red clover

The effects of root and nodule death on legume

persistency and on soil structure, composition and

leaching are not well understood, but are likely to

have a significant impact on agro-ecosystems. Our

results show that red clover plants survive temporary

reduction in carbon supply with no evidence of root

death, and shoots start to re-grow 7 days later.

Individual nodules show visible signs of early

senescence but recover from this temporary stress

with no apparent loss of function. Permanent

reduction in carbon supply causes irreversible plant

death by 21 days. However, these plants show no

significant indication of root death until 21 days

post-stress. In contrast, nodules are visibly

senescent, their structure is impaired by 14 days and

they fail to recover. These data provide a broad

temporal framework for studies on differential gene

expression during root senescence which will be

refined for studies targeting early and late

senescence associated genes. Established legume

root systems contain juxtaposed roots, nodules, and

even cells, which are dead, dying, or living; the only

tissue essential for continued root survival is the

stele. 

A new experimental system has been developed to

reduce this tissue complexity. This forces

synchronous production of new roots, with few

immature and no mature nodules, from plants grown

in hydroponic culture, permitting several sequential

harvests from large plants. Early events in

senescence are being studied using plants stressed by

reducing their carbon supply by defoliation and

partial shading. Gene expression will be analysed

and compared in control and stressed plants in order

to identify senescence-associated genes. These

studies will lead to improved understanding of root

and nodule senescence and the identification and

role of the genes involved.
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Contact: michael.abberton@bbsrc.ac.uk

Fig 4.4 A dead nodule in live root tissue


